Interstitial norepinephrine level by cardiac microdialysis correlates with ventricular contractility.
Although a cardiac microdialysis technique has made it possible to estimate myocardial interstitial norepinephrine (NE) levels, whether such levels reflect the local NE concentration that would regulate ventricular contractility remains unknown. If such levels indicate locally regulating NE concentration, then ventricular contractility should be a unique function of the interstitial NE level regardless of how the latter is altered. To examine this hypothesis, we altered the interstitial NE level endogenously by stimulating the cardiac sympathetic nerves at 1 and 2 Hz while monitoring ventricular contractility. We also altered the interstitial NE level exogenously by means of intravenous NE infusions at 10 and 40 micrograms.kg-1.h-1. The basal NE levels did not differ between the stimulation and the infusion experiments (42.9 +/- 11.2 vs. 40.1 +/- 6.2 pg/ml, means +/- SE). The slopes of regression lines relating ventricular contractility and interstitial NE level were also not different between the two experiments [1.13 +/- 0.20 vs. 1.17 +/- 0.20%/(pg/ml), means +/- SE]. We conclude that the interstitial NE level estimated by cardiac microdialysis reflects the local NE concentration regulating ventricular contractility.